
executive assistant
the executive assistant is:

Team player: you're resourceful, decisive, a problem solver,
and hold yourself accountable.
Dependable: you’re committed, reliable, a master of systems,
and extremely detail oriented.
Ethical: you always do the right thing. 

job duties
The Executive Assistant’s role is to support and systematize the
professional life of the CEO. The Executive Assistant will act as a
dedicated gatekeeper, supporting long term projects, prioritizing
communications, and providing structure and assistance to make every
day run as smoothly as possible. This person relishes the opportunity to
build, implement, and manage multiple systems with minimal
supervision. The Executive Assistant is deeply committed to completing
tasks the right way with a high degree of quality, attention to detail, and
consistent communication. This person has immense focus and can do
one thing for a long time without getting distracted. This person is
persistent, dependable, driven and dedicated with a “whatever it takes”

attitude. .

Makes calls and sends emails on behalf of the CEO.
Helps organize business activities such as meetings,
conferences, and events.
Supports day-to-day business needs for the CEO.
Handles confidential and non-routine information and
explains policies when necessary.
Coordinates calendar, travel and contacts for the
President.
Maintains superior organization of fast paced business,
personal paperwork and record-keeping.
Engages in other duties as assigned with enthusiasm.
Problem solves and creates solutions for issues as
they arise
Manages tasks in CEOs absence



executive assistant
education + experience

shared team responsibilities

about the parker group

knowledge, skills + abilities

Bachelor’s degree or equivalent experience strongly preferred

Excellent attention to detail, judgment, flexibility and dependability.
Strong business sense and ability to prioritize work as well as to find
solutions to various problems while prioritizing and managing
deadlines.
Interest in or experience with Real Estate.
High level of interpersonal skills and maturity to handle sensitive and
confidential information. 
Position continually requires poise, tact, intelligence and initiative.
Proficiency in Google Suite and a comfort with learning new
software and technology

The Parker Group is a premier real estate company  that provides
unmatched service through innovation, cutting edge technology,
communication, and integrity. As the fastest growing real estate
company in Delaware, The Parker Group consistently exceeds client
expectations, thereby creating an enjoyable real estate experience.
 

The Parker Group is an independent start up company that has
grown exponentially since its start in 2015. The Parker Group
attributes its success to strong culture, growth mindedness, and
openness to change. With these three tenets, future opportunities 

for the Executive Assistant are limitless.

All Parker Group team members share in the following
duties:
Keep a positive and team driven mindset
Reflect on systems and voice ideas for improvement
Protect and contribute to The Parker Group brand

 


